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QUESTION 1

Your company has EBGP peering sessions to multiple service providers. Your BGP route table contains a large number
of routes with prefixes with 30 lengths. The service provider you are peering with require any advertised routes to be no
longer than 24. In this scenario which 2 solution meet the service provider requirement? (Choose two) 

A. Configure a prefix list that contains all of the more specific routes 

B. configure an aggregate route that contains of the more specific routes 

C. configure a route policy that restricts all of the more specific routes. And advertise only the aggregate route 

D. Configure a firewall filter that restricts all of the more specific routes, and advertise only the prefix list 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Referring to the exhibit, R2 is exporting the route for server1 as a Type 2 external route and R6 is exporting the route for
server 1 as a type 1 external route in OSPF. Which path is taken to reach server-1 from user1? 

A. R1>R3>R6 

B. R1>R2 

C. R1>R4>R6 

D. R1>R2>R4>R6 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of realms in OSPFv3? 

A. They pass IPv6 routes through IPv4 

B. They pass IPv6 routes through VPNs 

C. They pass IPv4 routes through IPv6 

D. They pass VPN through IPv6 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are asked to implement CoS on an EX Series switch. You attempt to configure the priority for the voice and data
queue schedulers to medium-high and medium-low priority, respectively. However, you notice that the only parameters
available for the priority is strict high and low. 

Why are strict high and low the only available parameters for configuration? 

A. The loss priority for the queues must first be set to medium-low and medium-high, respectively. 

B. The switch only supports the strict high and low queue priorities. 

C. The shared buffer feature must be configured prior to configuring scheduler priority. 

D. The scheduler must be applied to an interface prior to configuring scheduler priority. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is correct about the MSTP? 

A. MSTP enables mapping multiple independent spanning tree instances onto one physical.topology 

B. MSTP enables dynamic discover or Iayer2 neighbors 

C. MSTP dynamically manages VLAN registration in the LAN 

D. MSTP uses stacked VLAN tags to extend a layer 2 Ethernet connection between multiple sides 

Correct Answer: A 
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